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The Magazine
Insightful and
Authoritative
Industrial Dossier
Industrial Product Review (IPR)
aims to be the most insightful
and authoritative industrial
dossier. With an unwavering
commitment to providing indepth news, analysis, research
articles, case studies, technology
and management trends along
with highly dependable product
reviews, Industrial Product
Review (IPR) is set to cover the
entire gamut of core industry.

The Reach
Reaching the
Decision Makers
Industrial Product Review (IPR)
is going to be read by engineers,
project heads, technical heads,
research heads, managers
and senior executives, across
all industry sectors, who are
the decision makers in their
respective work area. These
individuals can make a purchase
decision aimed at improving
manufacturing efficiency.
The magazine will also be
reaching leading industrial
associations, chambers, policy
makers, exhibitors, suppliers,
traders and related government
organizations.
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The Extent
From Core Engineering to Allied Industries
Industrial Product Review (IPR) will cover:

Heavy engineering industries

Light engineering industries

z Boilers

z

Turbines and generator sets
Transformers
z Process plant equipment
z Earth moving and mining
equipment
z Automotive industry
z
z

Auto ancillaries
z Agriculture machinery
z Machine tools
z Dies, moulds and tools industry
z Switchgear and control gears
z Material handling equipment
z Textile and cement machinery
z

Casting and forging
z Industrial fasteners
z Industrial control systems
z Robotics
z Medical and surgical equipment
z Envirotech, Greentech and
Cleantech

Electronic system design
and manufacturing
(ESDM) industries

Chemical and
manufacturing
industries

Services and
allied industries

z Industrial electronics

z Base chemicals

z Industrial infrastructure

z Strategic electronics

z Specialty chemicals

z Printing and packaging

z Electronic components

z Agrochemicals

z Logistics

z Pharmaceuticals

z ERP solution providers

z Biotechnology

z Training institutes

z Food processing

z Certification agencies
z Excess Inventory Management

Display
Advertisement
Rates
All Rates in INR (`) (5 % GST Additional)

Invest for the Absolute Lead Generation

Type / Insertions

1x

3x

6x

12x

Full Page
z Half Page
z Quarter Page
z Cover 2/3
z Back Cover
z Double Spread
z Front Cover
z Gatefold
z Thick Paper Tab
z Bookmark
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3,85,000
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4,15,000
5,00,000
5,90,000
5,45,000
6,70,000
4,15,000
2,50,000

z

Cheque/DD to be issued in the name of

MediaNext Infoprocessors Pvt. Ltd.
NEFT/RTGS Details:
z Bank: HDFC Bank
z Branch: Plot No. 4/1, LBS Road, Navi Peth, Pune - 411030
z Account Name: MediaNext Infoprocessors Pvt. Ltd.
z Current A/c No.: 50200019905252
z IFSC: HDFC0001793

Send your artworks to

sales@iprmagazine.com
or submit it online at

www.iprmagazine.com
with your Release Order Number.

Live Area:

Trim Area:

Bleed Area:

190 mm (w) x 240 mm (h)

210 mm (w) x 275 mm (h)

3 mm on all sides

This is an area inside the ‘Trim’.
Being smaller than final cut size,
‘Live’area is kept well away from
cutting edges.

This is the final size of the page, after
the ‘bleed’has been cut off.
Avoid putting any text in ‘Trim ‘Area.

This is the portion of your design that will be trimmed off when
the magazine is cut to the final size. The purpose of ‘Bleed’is to
make sure your design or image reaches right to the very edge of
the page, leaving no unsightly white edges.

Display
Advertisement
Speciﬁcations
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All Sizes in Millimeter

Choose the Best One for Maximum Visibility
Full Page
Non Bleed

210 mm (w) x 275 mm (h)
+ 3 mm bleed on
all sides

190 mm (w) x 240 mm (h)

208 mm (w)

207 mm (w)

Gatefold Front Cover
415 mm (w) x 275 mm (h)
+ 3 mm bleed on all sides

Double Spread
420 mm (w) x 275 mm (h)
+ 3 mm bleed on all sides

Half Page
190 mm (w) x 120 mm (h)

208 mm (w)

Half Page
Vertical
95 mm (w) x 240 mm (h)

Quarter Page
95 mm (w) x 120 mm (h)

Front Cover
210 mm (w) x 180 mm (h)

196 mm (w)

Gatefold Back Cover
404 mm (w) x 275 mm (h)
+ 3 mm bleed on all sides

Full Page
Thick Paper
Tab
210 mm (w) x 275 mm (h)
+ 3 mm bleed on all
sides

Tab
10 mm (w)
x
40 mm (h)

Bookmark

Full Page
Bleed

40 mm (w) x 120 mm (h)

Artwork Deadline: 10th of the month
z Magazine Publishing Date: 15th of the month
z

Artwork Specifications:
z Please send high-resolution PDFs with text converted to curves or with all fonts embedded. The files should be CMYK with no spot colours or RGB images.
z You can also submit EPS or TIFF files (300 dpi) with all images embedded and fonts converted as outlines.
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The Inner Core
What’s Inside the Magazine?
Here is a glimpse of the Industrial Product Review (IPR). Have a look at some examples of inside
pages to get a better understanding of the essence and the manifestation of the magazine. It
will have interviews, research articles, case studies, product reviews, industry trends alongwith a
section covering things outside factory walls.
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The Publisher
Five Decades of Publishing Expertise
With a cumulative editorial experience of over 60 years, MediaNext
Infoprocessors Pvt. Ltd. is having a distinct identity in the field of
publishing. It publishes three general interest magazines since 1960
and renders its professional services to several corporates to bring out
their house magazines and newsletters. MediaNext is also known for
its customized content solutions and consultancy services. Its client
base covers educational institutes, NGOs, media houses, developers,
advertising agencies, marketing research institutes, political parties and
entrepreneurs.

The Editor
Engineer-Turned-Editor at the
Helm of the Affairs
Industrial Product Review (IPR) will be edited by Amit
Tekale, Executive Director of MediaNext Infoprocessors
Pvt. Ltd. An engineering graduate with a postgraduation in communication and journalism, he has
over 15 years of media experience to his credit. He has
amassed a range of skills in traditional as well as new
media. As a part of core teams working with several
international firms specializing in new product development, design,
business development strategizing and work process refinements, he
has acquired insights in editorial excellence practices, modern editorial
management techniques and print and online product development. He
has undergone training in media convergence at Columbia (USA) and has
visited several media houses across continents to study emerging media
trends.
amit@medianext.in
98500 00533
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For advertisements:
Pushkaraj Khandekar
98230 50302
Bharat Ranade
98229 91340
Sameer Khaladkar
98902 33314
Venugopal Kulkarni
80554 85682
Amit Belvekar-Patil
85520 35842

For subscriptions:

Join with us and be a
Part of the New-age
Industrial Monthly

Rajesh Gadre
98236 96960

Published by:

MediaNext Infoprocessors Pvt. Ltd.,
2117, Sadashiv Peth, Vijayanagar Colony,
Pune – 411030
020-2433 6960 / 9002
95953 36960
sales@iprmagazine.com
www.iprmagazine.com

Annual Subscription Charges: `1,800/-

